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When the ninjas of the four major ninja families in Japan began to gather and prepare to rush to
Eastcliff, many people in Aurous Hill also began to get busy.

At the Shangri-La Hotel.

Xion, who also received the news, immediately said to his mother Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom
unswervingly: “Mom, I’m going to Eastcliff to help MR. Wade!”

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom hurriedly said: “If Xion, did you forget MR. Wade to explain to you? Your
current identity is too sensitive. The Japanese are still looking for your whereabouts, and even the
Interpol issued a wanted order against you. If you are Going to Eastcliff at this time, it is very likely
that he has been arrested before he can help MR. Wade!”

After that, Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom said again: “If you listen to mymother, please stay here. As for MR.
Wade, Mom will go to Eastcliff to find your grandfather now. Tomorrow morning, I will definitely be
with your grandfather and them. , Go to Yeling Mountain to help Master Wade against the Wanlong
Palace!”

Xion shook his head without hesitation and said, “No! I must go!”

As she said, she said firmly: “MR. Wade encountered such a big trouble this time. What’s the matter
with me? MR. Wade not only saved my life, but also gave me a great opportunity. , Even given the He
family a great opportunity, if I still consider my personal safety at this time, then I will not be able to
forgive myself in this life!”

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom said embarrassingly: “But how do you go to Eastcliff in this situation? Now
there are facial recognition systems everywhere. You may have been spotted before you got on the
plane!”

Xion left the mouth and said: “You can’t take a plane, then drive! Let’s take turns driving. It is
estimated that we will arrive in Eastcliff in eleven or two hours. It will be almost two o’clock in the
morning tomorrow. When we arrive, we will go find grandpa They, then go to Yeling Mountain with
Grandpa tomorrow!”

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom hesitated and didn’t know what to do for a while.

But after thinking about it for a long time, she gritted her teeth and nodded: “Okay! Then let’s go!”

Having said that, she immediately found a pair of masks and sunglasses, handed them to Xion, and said:
“Wear masks and sunglasses. Your status is special. It is not convenient for us to stop and eat on the
road. You should go to the car and wait for me. Go get some food and meet in the car in ten minutes!
The car is parked in the hotel’s underground garage, a Range Rover tail number 331.”

“good!”

Ever since Charlie arranged the Elms family in the villa on the Aurous Hill River and Kairi Elms – Xion’s
Mom stayed with Xion in Shangri-La, he asked Isaac Cameron to equip Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom with a
car to facilitate her daily commuting between the two places. .



Soon, the mother and daughter were ready, drove the car, and galloped all the way north.

…

At the same time, Jasmine and the Moore Family are also ready to go to Eastcliff.

The Moore Family is relatively weak, and there are no bodyguards and nursing homes that can be used.
There is not even a three-star warrior in the family.

However, Mr. moore still summoned all the bodyguards in the family and rushed to Eastcliff with
Jasmine overnight.

Father moore knew very well that facing the existence of the Wanlong Palace, he and the Moore
Family could not help much at all.

But in order to repay Charlie’s kindness, he decided to go to Eastcliff with his granddaughter.

Even if you can’t help Charlie, at least stand beside Charlie at a critical moment!

As for Jasmine, that heart had already crossed thousands of miles and flew to Charlie’s side. When the
sweetheart encountered such a crisis, she no longer cared about her own life and death. She just
wanted to see him as soon as possible, no matter what dangers might be next, she was firm. Standing
by his side unmoving.

…

Zara banks, who is also a daughter of a big family, was equally anxious after learning the news.

She told her mother Deana about the incident, and asked nervously, “Mom, is there any way you can
help Charlie with this matter?! I checked the situation in the Wanlong Palace, I am afraid charlie will be
very bad this time. few……”

Deana thought for a moment, and spoke very seriously: “Since the lord of the Wanlong Palace is the
son of Manar, then he will give your dad a bit of face, after all, Manar was your father’s back then. ,
Almost all depends on your dad’s support and has always been loyal to your dad. If your dad comes
forward to intercede for the Wade Family, maybe Manar’s son can let the Wade Family go, or give the
Wade Family a chance…”
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